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CNS MESSAGE ON THE OCCASION OF MARITIME SECURITY WORKSHOP 
(MARSEW-6) 
 It is a matter of great satisfaction for me that Pakistan Navy is holding its sixth 
Maritime Security Workshop at Pakistan Navy War College, Lahore. The Workshop has 
become an annual signature event of Pakistan Navy since 2017. It is pleasing to know 
that MARSEW is gaining traction and growing interest in the academic circle and at the 
institutional level. This is indeed a national need, and the one, which is sync with the 
demands of rapidly changing global trends. 
Understanding oceans and maritime security is central to global geopolitics and 
economics security of nations. Pakistan cannot remain oblivious to geopolitical shifts in 
the maritime province of Indian Ocean or the demands of Blue Economy as an essential 
pillar of country's economy. Pakistan's economic future is strongly tied to sea and a 
stable maritime security order in the region. Despite seas acknowledged as the 
common heritage of mankind, contested claims over maritime resources are spawning 
friction as never witnessed before in human history. New developments and simmering 
conflicts on the shores of Indian Ocean necessitate thorough understanding and 
informed debate to assimilate their wider impact on regional states. Increasing 
militarization of Indian Ocean and any escalation in crisis could spark a conflict with 
repercussions for the entire region. This will devour the economic advancement of many 
countries, perhaps in manner, which is inconceivable. 
The significance of blue economy is vital for countries like Pakistan to draw appropriate 
and sustained economic benefits. The United Nations Sustainable Development Goal, 
related to oceans, requires all major stakeholders including Government agencies, 
policy makers, NGOs, scientists, researchers and local communities to step-up their 
efforts towards conservation and sustainable use of ocean- based resources. Initiatives 
that help identify avenues of untapped blue potential can provide an impetus to 
overcome development and sustenance challenges, as well as reinforce national 
security. Understanding and recognizing the Oceans, the allied potential therein and 
what ails the blue world would be the first step. 
I wish all the MARSEW participants an insightful interaction and a pleasant stay at 
Pakistan Navy War College. 
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